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Extreme Programming PerspectivesPearson Education, 2002
Extreme Programming (XP) has been established as a significant  departure from traditional software development methods. The success of the XP  2001 and XP Universe 2001 conferences is no surprise; some of the brightest  minds in software engineering gathered at these venues to discuss the discipline  that is XP. These...
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Dangerous Harvest: Drug Plants and the Transformation of Indigenous LandscapesOxford University Press, 2004
Throughout history almost all traditional indigenous societies have used psychoactive substances derived from plants in religious and healing rituals. Once such plants are adopted by outsiders for profane use, the often impoverished peasant farmers who grow them are faced with a life of extreme poverty or are lured by the prospect of a very...
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Clinical Neurological Examination and LocalizationSpringer, 2021

	Bedside Neurological examination is an important tool in diagnosing neurological disorders .  Despite significant advances in the investigations available for diagnosing neurological disorders bedside neurological examination remains the cornerstone in diagnosing neurological disorders and should  not only  be conducted prior...
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Adobe Photoshop Restoration & Retouching (3rd Edition) (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2006
Whether you’re a professional photographer or the family shutterbug,  you can’t afford to miss the third edition of the now classic Photoshop  Restoration & Retouching. Katrin Eismann and co-author Wayne Palmer  have reviewed, updated, and revised every single technique to address  the most important features in Adobe Photoshop CS2....
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Bridge and Highway Structure Rehabilitation and RepairMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	State-of-the-Art Bridge and Highway Rehabilitation and Repair Methods


	This authoritative volume offers up-to-date guidance on the latest design techniques, repair methods, specialized software, materials, and advanced maintenance procedures for bridges and highway structures. Focusing on both traditional and nontraditional design...
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Agile Software Development: Evaluating The Methods For Your OrganizationArtech House Publishers, 2004
Are you interested in using an Agile method for developing software? Or
are others lobbying you to approve the use of one? Or is your interest more
casual; perhaps you are merely wondering if an Agile method is worth considering?
Whichever is the case, this book is for you.

I come from the “disciplined process”...
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Going to Extremes: How Like Minds Unite and DivideOxford University Press, 2009
Why do people become extremists? What makes people become so dismissive of opposing views? Why is political and cultural polarization so pervasive in America? Why do groups of teenagers, investors, and corporations take unnecessary risks? What leads groups to engage in such destructive acts as terrorism and ethic cleansing? 

       In...
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Software Engineering Best Practices: Lessons from Successful Projects in the Top CompaniesMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Proven techniques for software development success 

In this practical guide, software-quality guru Capers Jones reveals best practices for ensuring software development success by illustrating the engineering methods used by the most successful large software projects at leading companies such...
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Refactoring in Large Software Projects: Performing Complex Restructurings SuccessfullyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Once, software developers believed it was possible to create the technical
software design for a comprehensive system completely, correctly
and free of contradictions right at the beginning of a project. Many
projects proved though that this ideal approach can hardly be realized.
More often it causes significant problems....
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Mastering AspectJ: Aspect-Oriented Programming in JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Write cleaner, easier-to-maintain applications with this code-intensive approach to using AspectJ
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) promises to increase the power of OO applications by modularizing functionality that cuts across classes (such as logging, transaction management, design patterns, and security). If your application has this type...
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Digital Photography: 99 Easy Tips To Make You Look Like A Pro!McGraw-Hill, 2002
Get tips and advice for taking better pictures with your digital camera from expert photographer Ken Milburn. Discover all the cool things you can do--like  making panoramas, short movies, rapid shot sequences for Web animations, instant greeting cards (both in print and for the Web), restoring and retouching photos--and much more.      
...
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Aerodynamics of Wind TurbinesEarthscan, 2008

	Aerodynamics of Wind Turbines is the established essential text for the fundamental solutions to efficient wind turbine design. Now in its second edition, it has been entirely updated and substantially extended to reflect advances in technology, research into rotor aerodynamics and the structural response of the wind turbine structure.
...
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